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BURLINGTON DEVELOPMENT REVIEW BOARD 
Tuesday December 4th, 2018, 5:00 PM 

Contois Auditorium, City Hall, 149 Church St, Burlington, VT 
Draft Minutes 

Board Members Present: B. Rabinowitz, A. LaRosa, A. Hart, S. Harris, G. Hand, A. Zipparo, S. 
Tilton, J. Drummond (Alt.), Z. Hightower (Alt.) 
Board Members Absent: 
Staff Present: Scott Gustin, Mary O’Neil, Ryan Morrison, Layne Darfler 
 
I. Agenda 

No changes to the agenda 
 

II. Communications  
No supplemental communications submitted 
 

III. Minutes  
Minutes from the November 20th meeting will be discussed at deliberative 
 

IV. Consent 
 
1. 19-0416CA; 1 King St (DW-PT, Ward 5S) Lake Champlain Transportation Co. 

Relocation of 2 loading ramps. 
(Project Manager: Ryan Morrison) 
 
B. Rabinowitz: Have the applicants received the staff comments and 
recommendations? Do you have any questions? 
Staff report received and no questions. 
B. Rabinowitz: Does the Board have any objections to this project remaining on the 
consent agenda? 
None 
B. Rabinowitz: is there any members of the public here to speak regarding this 
project? 
None 
A. LaRosa: Motion to approve and adopt staff findings and recommendations 
A. Hart: Seconds the motion 
7-0-0 
 
 

2. 19-0427CA; 375 North Ave (NAC, Ward 4N) 375 North Ave, LLC  
Proposed changes to approved building C to include: enclosure of SE top floor 
corner balconies to create 2 additional units for total of 102 units. Reducing 2nd, 3rd, 
and 4th floor balconies. 
(Project Manager: Mary O’Neil) 
 
B. Rabinowitz: Have the applicants received the staff comments and 
recommendations? Do you have any questions? 

http://www.burlingtonvt.gov/pz/DRB


E. Farrell: Staff report received and only have one issue. Do not agree with the 
recommendation made regarding proposed installation of glazing to windows.  
B. Rabinowitz: Open to public hearing 
E. Farrell: The windows in question are not street facing and faces a parking lot, we 
would like to leave those as proposed for specific reasons. This is going to be 
commercial and community event space that faces west; northeast corner of 
building. We would like to glaze all sides except one. 
B. Rabinowitz: discuss construction timeline 
E. Farrell: Anticipate construction during first quarter of the new year 
M. O’Neil: Section 6.3.2d says non residential uses on the first floor should have 
visual access to the interior but from the street scape, this unit is in the interior of the 
lot but does have pedestrian access through the lot. Purpose is to provide an inviting 
and attractive street scape. 
B. Rabinowitz: Any other questions from the Board or questions from the public? 
None 
B. Rabinowitz: Close the public hearing 
 

V. Public Hearing 
 

1. 19-0433CU; 97 Spear St (I, Ward 8E) University of Vermont & State Agricultural 
College 
Amend ZP 18-0929CA relative to construction traffic and construction hours.  
(Project Manager: Scott Gustin) 
 
L. Ravin: Introduced the project team; in July they received a permit to construct 
entire facility; at the time they were asked questions about construction traffic impact, 
RSG studied the impact of construction vehicles for the project. Type and frequency 
of vehicles for this project. Traffic counts were taken in summer and fall to get 
complete picture of what would be expected. Found specific peak times and traffic 
counts as well as info about construction vehicles. Typical construction vehicles are 
graded as to size largest is tractor trailer vehicle but it cannot make the corner at 
University Heights- 2nd to largest vehicle has large blind spots and the traffic counts 
showed there are almost 1000 pedestrians crossing University Heights at peak times 
which makes a safety concern. Request to do what seems to be logical which is to 
switch to Spear Street for those two types of vehicles. Largest will have a 
construction flagger because they are so big they will need them. Even though most 
construction vehicles will leave around 12:30, we want our construction and delivery 
vehicles to avoid those peak times. 
A. LaRosa: Specific entrances off Spear St to access Davis and PFG; the plan now 
is to have the entry on Davis and exit at PFG or both 
L. Ravin: The one way in and out circulation still remains the same. 
B. Rabinowitz: This proposal is only for those two types of vehicles to use the other 
routes with flaggers? 
L. Ravin: yes 
T. Merchant: Two types of vehicles we want to exit Spear St because of vehicle size, 
we will control traffic with flaggers. These vehicles will be accompanied by a flagger 
every time. Occasionally the larger vehicles will need to occupy both lanes to make 
the turn which is why the flaggers will be necessary. 
M. Smith: Table 1 in traffic study shows off peak and peak time, small number of off 
peak vehicles estimated at 7 and as many as 4 vehicles during peak times to be 
helped by flaggers. Peak hours 7:45 – 9 AM / 4:30- 5:45 PM 
G. Hand: Is there a reason these vehicles need to be making trips during peak 
hours? Would you be willing to accept a condition that these vehicles not be allowed 
during those times? 
L. Ravin: large project so there are a lot of moving parts. Traffic study shows amount 
of trucks during peak is not large. Additionally there are no incoming limitations. 
We’re only asking for egress exceptions for the PM peak change from existing 



permit;  the traffic impact shows this new setup is extremely low to none; shows the 
peak impact times will be less than a second. 
M. Smith: Capacity is not the issue here it is more of a geometric issue; delay 
caused by vehicles will be low 
A. LaRosa: can you provide an example of truck traffic stopping traffic; how long 
does it take and how does the flagger know he needs to go out onto the street? 
Entering and exiting? 
T. Merchant: every truck exiting will go with the flagger; entering trucks won’t impede 
traffic in opposite lane but possibly those behind them waiting for them to swing in. 
A. LaRosa:  18 wheelers with big steal I-Beams: will they be coming regularly or all 
at once? 
T. Merchant: they come in waives; explain the time schedule for big project; 
excavating, back fill, concrete, etc. structural steel 3 times a week expected largest 
loads coming in 
B. Rabinowitz: Any further questions from the Board? 
None  
B. Rabinowitz: Any questions or comments from the Public 
Yes 
S. Bushor: finds it difficult for the public to way in because there are no visuals. 
Questions are- There are two sizes of vehicles that have difficulties. Egress off of 
Spear Street; they will come off of Spear Street, which way are they going? Live on 
East Ave and work at hospital, traffic from 3-330PM until 5-6PM is backed up 
through the “jug handle”; wondering how these big vehicles are going to interrupt.  If 
there are flaggers, the homes across the Street are they notified that these vehicles 
are coming? 
A. LaRosa: you have experience driving from hospital to here; have you noticed 
impacts from large truck traffic going to and from the hospital, which is currently 
going through major construction? 
S. Bushor: Traffic is impossible most of the time so I can’t say I’ve noticed an impact. 
L. Ravin: Plan is to come from North and go back to Interstate; trucks will not be 
allowed to turn right which goes South.  
B. Rabinowitz: does traffic study say anything about what happens when the truck 
comes to Main St? 
M. Smith: yes study shows diagram; that intersection has ample space for large 
vehicle table 3 shows construction traffic is small fraction of jug handle traffic. Not 
denying there is congestion but the construction traffic will not impact the existing 
congestion.  
L. Ravin: we started the study under the impression that construction traffic will make 
large impact and questioned the findings of the construction consultant in table 6 
because we are only talking about egress; asking for large vehicles to exit where 
there is less traffic and where they will only go north. There is going to be very little 
impact. Impact is more in the summer because there is less traffic. 
B. Rabinowitz: Any other questions or comments? 
None 
B. Rabinowitz: closed the public hearing 
 

VI. Adjournment 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:45PM 
 

 

_______________________________________            __________________________ 
Bradford L. Rabinowitz, Chair of Development Review Board      Date 

 
_______________________________________            __________________________ 
Layne Darfler, Planning Technician              Date 

 



 
Plans may be viewed in the Planning and Zoning Office, (City Hall, 149 Church Street, Burlington), between the hours 
of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Participation in the DRB proceeding is a prerequisite to the right to take any subsequent appeal.  Please note that 
ANYTHING submitted to the Planning and Zoning office is considered public and cannot be kept confidential. This may 
not be the final order in which items will be heard.  Please view final Agenda, at www.burlingtonvt.gov/pz/drb/agendas 
or the office notice board, one week before the hearing for the order in which items will be heard. 


